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Abstract 
The paper presents a set of curve drawing algorithms with the corresponding theoretical 
background based on a "discreet analysis". The proposed algorithms for drawing plane curves 
use integer addition onely. The set of algorithms constitutes a homogeneous system comprising 
straight lines, different kinds of polinomiaJs (including all conic sections), exponentials, hyper-
bolic and trigonometric functions, etc. and represents a new viewpoint for classification of 
curves. The paper points out the possibilities of generalization for 3D curves and surfaces as 
well as the prospects of practical application ill the different fields of computational geometry. 
CAD, robotics, etc. 
Fundamental concepts 
The finite plane rectangle of finite subdivision 
In the present paper some problems of discrete representation of func-
tions on a raster type computer display will be discussed. The discussion starts 
with the simplest case, that of single variable functions (i.e. plane curvps). 
Let us consider a rectangle of finite dimensions, divided to a finite number of 
strips parallel to its sides. Let the two directions be x and y, and the corres· 
ponding number of subdivision (nx +1) and (ny +1), respectively. )Tow, divi-
sions in directions x and y can be numbered using natural numbers completed 
with zero as 0 < ix < nx and 0 < iy < n}" resp. Let ix and iy t'i\"O integers 
satisfying the quoted inequalities, then the pair of numbers (ix, iy) may incli-
cate the small elementary rectangle common between division stripes ix and iv 
in directions x and y, respectively. This is the way, how the screen of rastP~' 
type displays is divided into elementary units. The elementary rectangles an~ 
called in the folIo'wing plane elements or in short "pixels". 
Relative position of two pixels 
Let (ix, iy) and (jx' f).) be two different pixels. They are said to be 
adjacent if either 
ix = jx and iy = jy I (adjacent in direction y); or 
iy = jy and ix = jx ~ I (adjacent in direction x). 
J* 
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Both visually and by definition, it is clear that in general a pixel has four 
neighbours, onely on the edges or in the corners of the rectangle representing 
the screen appear pixels "with three or t-wo neighbours, respcctiyely. 
In compliance 'vith the definition the rclative position of two pixels may 
be as follows: 
- Two pixels are aligned (are in the same row) if iy = .l}'. 
- The first pixel is higher or lower than the other if iy > .l y or i y <::: .ly' 
respectively. 
- Two pixels are in the same column if ix = .ix' 
- The first pixel is to the right 01' to the left of the other if ix > jx or 
ix < .lx, respectiyely. 
Refinement of the subdil'ision 
The subdivision can he refined hy fm-ther dividing elementary rectangles 
obtained in the first division in the same way. Theoretically, eyery pixel could 
he further diyided by different finite numbers in any direction. A uniform 
refinement is that where eyery pixel has the same number of finite suhdivisions 
in hoth directions. For a uniform refinement e.g. by 10 both the original and 
the refined pixels can be expressed conyeniently by applying a "decimal point". 
(For instance, refined pixels obtained hy refining the original pixel (3, 6) are 
(3.0, 6.0), (3.1, 6.0), ... (3.9, 6.9), i.e. the original pixel contains 100 refined 
pixels.) 
Obyionsly, the denotation using decimal point does not affect the es-
sence of the stipulation to assign integer numhers to the finite suhdiyisions. 
Namely, omitting the decimal point leads to such numbers, (e.g. to 62 from 
6.2), and the decimal point helps onely to distinguish between the original and 
refined pixels and express their mutual correspondence, namely, the "fine" 
pixel with integer serial numhers won hy omitting the "decimal points" is a 
subdivision of the original pixel with serial numbers expressed by the integers 
left from the "decimal point", e.g. in case of (3.1,6.2), the "fine" pixel (31,62) 
belongs to the original pixel (3, 6). 
If the relative position of a pixel with respect to an other has been found 
to be higher, lower, hefore (to the left) or after (to the right), the same holds 
true for any pair of their refined pixels. If two pixels are in the same row (or 
column), then there are among their refined pixels absolutely sure such pairs 
for which the same holds true, hut not for any pair. If two pixels are adjacent 
in some sense, then among the pairs of their refined pixels exist adjacent in the 
same sense, adjacent in an other sense surely do not, while at all not adjacents 
do. These self-evident facts haye been quoted to illustrate that such important 
fundamental relations between pixels as the relative position or neighbourhood 
preserve in some sense their validity after refinement, too. In this paper pixel 
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properties being "invariant" in some sense, preserving their "coherency" after 
refinement and being not bound to any special number of division will be con-
sidered onely. 
The difference of two pixels 
Le"t (ix, i) and (jx' jy) be two different pixels and assume that ix > jx 
and iy > jy i.e. the first one is higher than and to the right of the second one. 
The difference 
of the two pixels is defined as a part of tll,> pla1H~ composed of four adjacent 
pixels 
(ix je - I, iy jy) (ix - jx' iy - jy) 
(ix Jx I, iy .7y I) (ix-j", iy iy-1). 
This formula for computing differences is Well-known in th ~ al,j t h metic;; 
of intervals, It can be shown, that the four adjaceut pixels given by t his rule 
include all the difference pixels in case of any refinement, too, aud the differ-
ences of all possible refined pixel-pairs perfectly fill out the original quad ruplet. 
Thus the just mentioned rule for computing pixel-differences is in full accor-
dance with any refinement. 
The initial stipulation in discussing the difference of two pixels h as been 
that the "minuend" is to the right of, and higher than the "sabtr ahend". 
This stipulation is necessary to ensure that the difference quadruplets consist 
out of the pixels of the original plane rectangle onely. For being able to neglect 
this restriction the original plane quadrant has to be extended to its double in 
both directions. To number the new pixels resulting from this extension it is 
conyenient to use negativ integers, After this extension of the original finite 
plane rectangle, the difference of any two original pixel may be computed 
without any restriction, 
Introduction of negative integers to denote the pixels of the extended 
rectangle is in no essential contradiction to the former stipulation of assigning 
natural numbers to thc finite subdivisions of finite plane rectangles, namely 
the proposed serial numhers using negativ integers - (nx + 1) .. , nx may be 
replaced hy equivalent numhering 0 ... (2n" 1) and - (nv + 1) ", 
, ., /Lv by 0 '.. (2n x + 1). The negative signs simply refer to the fact that 
for expressing the differences of any two pixels of the original finite rectangle 
an extended rectangle is needed, and the pixels with negative numbering are 
pixels of the extended parts. 
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Pixel functions 
Starting from an arbitrary pixe! considered as element NQ 0 of the pixe! 
function let element NQ 1 be any of its neighbours. The element N2 2 of th(' 
pixel function may be any neighbour of element NQ I, and so on. Repeating 111 
times this stepping from a pixel to one of its foul' neighbours leads to a pixel 
function affecting m + 1 pixels (with the starting pixel included). 
The pixcl function is somewhat more than simply the set of the involved 
pixe!s, the sequence is of importance. For instance one and the same pixel 
may he "stepped on" more than once:-whilf' trav('rsing all the pixels of a pixel 
function. 
The fundamental description of pixel functions 
The most COllvenient writing of a pixel function in conformity with it5 
definition is: 
- to indicate the starting pixd (i.e. the pixf'l N20) by its "coordinath'" 
(i"o: i,o). and 
'- to indicate the sense of neighbourhood hetwecn all pixell' of tlw 
fUllction. 
Four kinds of' neighhourhood are possible: right- or left-hand adjacency 
in direction x, and upper or lower adjacency in direction y. Therehy, descrip-
tion of a neighbourhood relation requires two bits of information, i.e. a pair 
of bits. In \\Titten form the four tokens +x, -x, +y, -y ,~ill he used to in-
dicate the neighbourhood relations and in general such a pair of bits will be 
df'noted by Pi' (Thus Pi may assume any of the "values" +x, -x, +y, 
Using the introduced notations a pixf'l function mav he written in the> 
form 
(i",o: i),o), PlC P'2' ... Pi' ... Pen' 
This form is called the "hasic writing" or "hasic form" of a pixe! function 
containing In +1 pixe!s. The basic writing of a pixel function consists of the 
starting pixel "coordinates" and of the set of "wcighhourhood bit pail's". 
Nlonotonic pixel jil1lctiolls 
A pixe! function is monotonic if its basic form contains onely one of the 
neighhourhood tokens -;-x, -x and onc of : -y. This means that if a pixel 
of a monotonic pixe! function is e.g. right-hand neighhour of the former one, 
nowhere in the fUllction follows a left-hand neighbour. or if therc is somc>l·here 
an upper neighbour, nowherc in the function follows a lower one (of conrse in 
the ;;e115(, of adyancement fro111 the starting pixel to the last one). In t11<' fol-
lowing inn'Etigatiolls-nnle~s explicitely stated otherwise-monotonie pixel 
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functions (or monotonic sections of general pixel functions considered separa-
tely) will be discussed, sometimes-for the sake of conciseness-without any 
direct reference to this restriction. 
As a further ease of formulation in case of monotonic pixel functions the 
tokens +x, will he used onely. Since hy rotating the function or hy inter-
changing the expressions "left -right" and "higher-lower" any monotonic 
pixel function can he transformed into such a position, this simplification 
means no essential restriction heyond the requirement of monotonic character. 
Concurrent monotonic sequences and series 
Let us consider two monotonically non-decreasing sequence of natural 
nUlllhers 
SXi' i = L 2, ... In - 1), 
Syj' j = 1, 2, ... n - 1). 
Let us order this t·wo sets of numerical values (one ·with suhscript x, 
other with suhscript y) into a common sequence corresponding to their ahso-
lute values, agreeing that if the two sequences happen to contain identical 
values, in the common sequence the term ·with suhscript x comes first. The two 
sequences together with their joint sequence ordered by magnitude are ternlf'd 
a pair of concurrent sequences. 
There is a ohvious interrelation hetween monotonic pixel functions and 
pairs of concurrent monotonic sequences. Starting from an initial pixel (pixe! 
N2 0) and stepping in direction x if in the common order the first term has tho-
suhscript x and in direction y if it has the suhscript y, and continuing this pro-
c(,ss all·ways selecting adjacent pixe!s corresponding the indices of terms in the 
common sequence a pixel function of n+m+l pixels can he constructed. 
Therehy a pair of concurrent sequences has a pixel function as counterpart. 
A starting pixel and a pair of concurrent sequences unamhigously determine 
a pixel function. 
It is easy to demonstrate that for any pixe! function can he constructed 
a corresponding pair of concurrent sequences descrihing the given function. 
The hasic form of the pixel function is 
(ixo' i),O)' PI' P 2' ••• Pi' ... Pm' 
Let us consider the suhscripts of the Pi hitpairs i.e. the natural numhers 
i = 1,2, ... m as the joint order of the concurrent sequences to he constructed 
and classify this suhscript value i as term of the x or y sequence depending 011 
wether the respective neighhourhood token Pi refers to an adjacency in direction 
x or y. Thereby, ohv-iously, a pair of concurrent sequences descrihing the giyen 
function has been constructed. 
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The same pixel function can be described by several different pairs of 
concurrent sequences. Let us consider an arbitrary term SXk of the sequence 
with subscript x for which Syj < SXk < Syj+1' Add the same number D to 
each of the terms SXi;' SXk-'-l' ••• SXnl and Syj_~l' Syj+2' ••• Sjl1' In conse-
quence of this modification the joint order of magnitude of the terms is not 
changed, that is. the modified pair of concurrent sequenccs descrihes the origi-
nal pixel function. Thus, every pixel function can he descrihed hy its initial 
pixel and by a pair of concurrent scquences, and this can be done-at least 
what concerns the pair of concurrent sequences-not in a single form hut in 
several different forms. 
Terms of both sequences S,;r, S"'2' ... S",m and S',I' Sy2' . .. Syn can 
he considered as the partial sums of series 
1 and --1"'0' l' 
In case of monotonic Sxi and Syj sequences A xi 0 and Ayj ';2: 0 for all i and j. 
The sequences 8"1' SX2' . .. SXI71 and S"l' S,,2' ... Sv" uniquely define the 
series A"o' A x1, .•• A Xm - 1 and A yO' AY1:' .. ~4.,'n-1' T'hereby pairs of concur-
rent, series can be assigned to the pairs of concurrent sequences. To describe 
pixe! functions pairs of concurrent series arc of use, too. 
The resulting equivalent pairs of concurrent sequences and series are 
connected by the equations 
i-I 
Axo = Sed' A:d = Sxi+1 - Sx;' 8"i ~ A Xlr ' 
k=O 
Since in formulating pixel functions in terms of pairs of concurrent sequences 
and series the properties of pixel functions arc expresscd by arithmetics, equa-
tions and inequalitics, this type of description is called concisely arithmetic 
representation of pixel functions. 
Pairs of series with a uniform base 
An arithmetic representation of a pixel function is said to be of a uniform 
base if at least one of the member series (say that with suhscript y) is "equidis-
tant'" i.e. 
Ay = const. 
and consequently 
SUyl = Ay, SUy2 = 2Ay , ..• SUO'k = kAy' • •• SUyn = nAy. 
Obviously, any pixel function described by an arithmetic representation 
of general type can be represented by an arithmetic representation "with an 
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arbitrary uniform base Av' too. For doing this, it is sufficient to chose the SUxi 
values in the sequences . 
so that if 
Syk'< S::i < SYk+l 
in the original (general, non-uniform) representation, Suxi should meet the 
inequalities 
(k 
(Of course, the requirement of monotonic character has to be obeyed, too.) 
It can be seen from the last inequality that if Ay > 1, the pixel function can 
still he constructed in many differf'nt 'ways even' ,\-ith the prescribed uniform 
base. 
An important special case is that where the uniform base is the unit i.e. 
A:; = 1. The former considerations are also valid for this special case, thus, 
every pixel function has a "unit hased" uniform description, too. In this case 
the defining inequalities for SU~:i have the form 
7 • ./ C' ./ (7. 
rL ....... JUxf ~ h 
or considering that SUed is a natural number 
SUxi = (k + I). 
1 ), 
Thus, between thc pixe! functions and their unit-based representation,; 
there is a one-to-one correspondence: a pixel function has a single unit-based 
representation, and a unit-based arithmetic description defines a single pixel 
function (not considering the initial pixels). 
In the paragraphs above the uniform base was Ay = const. i.e. the 
lJase was uniform with respect to y. Similarily there are uniform descriptions 
with respect to x (and as a special case unit based descriptions with respect to x), 
too. Their properties need no separate discussion, simply follow from the above 
investigations considering the perfect symmetry of the two member series 
with suhscripts x and y, respectively. 
Fields of differences 
Full difference fields 
The difference of any two pixel of a pixel function can be computed. 
Let us consider those differences onely where the minuend does not precede 
the substrahend in the order of advancing from the starting pixel of the function 
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to last onc. This restriction obviously causes no loss of information, the dif-
ferences in the revers order haye the opposit(' sign but "don't contain any new 
information". The set of differences of all possible pixel-pairs takcn in the 
specified order is termed the full difference field of the function. 
Obviously, the field of differences does not depend on the starting pixel 
hut on th(' neighbourhood relations of the subsequent pixels onely. Thus, for 
constructing the field of differences the starting pixel (ixo, iyo) is not needed 
only the set of neigh hour hood tokens Pl' P2' '" of the basic form or the equiva-
lent pair of concurrent sequencf's (seri('s) in the arithmetic description has to 
J)P known. 
Field of differences ill di rectiol1 x 
The investigation of a difference field is facilitated by grouping the great 
many differences according to certain aspects of convenience. Let us consider 
a column ix of the finite rectangle containing at least one pi.xel of the function 
to be examined. In this column there is either a single pixel helonging to the 
function or there are more than one such pixels hut (due to the assumed mono-
tonic character of the pixel functions) forming an uninterrupted continuous 
sequence in the Ol'uer of advancing along the function. Let us pick out of this 
column the first (or the onely) pixel helonging to the pixel function under in-
yestigation and denote it hy (i x• iy). Let dx assume such an integer value that 
the column ix + dx should contain at least one pixel of the function, too. Let us 
pick out the onely or the first pixel out of this column, too and denote it hy 
(i x -T- dx, j). The difference of this two pixel "characteristic" to th(~ correspond-
ing columns of the function is the quadruplet 
(dx,.(. i,.) 
(dx 1). 
Such difference can he found to any dx and ix meaningful for the givcn 
function. These differences are termed "differences in direction x", and thf' 
whole set of all such differencps possible for the giyen function is the field of 
differences in direction x. Let us classify this pixe! differences by considering 
those with different ix hut identical clx as "coherent", as helonging to the same 
class. The differ{'nce quac1ruplf'ts of such a class are all in the same columns 
dx and dx-l. so the explicit indication of the columns may he omitted and 
rt'placec1 hy a reference to the class. Each difference quadruplet consists of 
pixels of two adjacent rows, thus it is sufficient to indicate the higher one O1H'ly. 
[t is, howevpr. of great importance to know (and to f'xpress hy tIlt' notation) 
to what initial column the difference helongs, this information is namely lost 
in the substarction. On the basis of all this considerations tllP original diffe-
rpnce quadrupld may Lt: rpplac(·d by a pair of pixt'ls in the column ix and in 
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the rows (jy-iyj and (jy-iy-l j, and for this pair of pixels as a concise expres-
sion of the difference in direction x and class dx belonging to column ix the 
notation 
will be used. The douhling of the right-hand paranthesis emphasizes, that it 
is a pair of pixels in the rows (j\, - ivY and (j" - iv - 1 j. 
If for a given pixel functi~n tl~e field of diff~renees in direction x is con-
sidered, this does. of course. not contain dircctly all the differences of the full 
field. Namely, for computing the differences in direction x out of each column 
onely one pixel has heen used. though, a column may contain seYeral pixpls of 
thp function. On the hasis of the differences in direetion x t11{' full field of 
differences ean he all the same "reconstructed" (at If'ast in case of monotonic 
pixel functions). To demonstratfc this it is sufficient to consider that the (jv- i ,) 
difference of any two pixels of columns ix and ix + dx is either identical to o~e 
of the differences in direction x of class (dx-l) helonging to the column 
(i x + 1 j and of class (dx+ 1 j he longing to the column ix or is hetween this two, 
and among the differences of the full field all possihilities matching this con-
dition really occur. Therehy t11{' field of differences in direction x is a complete 
and unambigous description of the full fiel(1. 
Ordering pixel differences 1rith respect to :r or y 
In the previous paragraph pixel differences III direction x ha,-e been 
wTitten in the form (ix, j,,-i\) dx. Thereby a kind of ordering of the pixd 
differences has heen realised': the pixel.pairs ;;:tanding for the difference-
quadruplets of a class have been represe!lted in the column ix of the finite 
rectangle. This is the field of differencps in dir<cction x ordered "\dth respect to x. 
Pixel differences in direction x can also he ordered with respect to y. 
In this case the yalues (j)'--i), hping of primary importance for differences 
in direction x, are represented in the row iy rather than in the column ix of the 
subtrahend characteristic pixel. Thus the pair of pixels representing the origi-
nal difference quadruplet of class dx in eoncise form consists of pixels ((i-.,-
-iy-l j, iy) and (U>,-iyj, iy). The corresponding notation of the differe~ces 
in direction x ordered "\vith respect to y has the form 
Inyestigating pixel functions, fields of difIerences in direction x ordered 
with respect to hoth x and y are of importance. Fields of differences in direction 
y can be definpd similarily, and they can he ordered again with respect to both 
x and y. They need no special inyestigation, their properties can he deduced 
from the rpsults won for the c1ifff~rpncp fipl(1;:: in direction x by systema tic ally 
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interchanging the variables x and y. Also in the following the text will refer in 
general to fields of differences in direction x, hut the results \v-ill. be valid for 
differences in direction)" too. 
Derived pixel functions fitting on fields of differences 
As explaincd in the previous paragraphs the full field of differences of a 
pixel function can he perfectly accounted for hy the field of differences in di-
rection x ordered with respect to x or y. In constructing them the pixel pairs 
(ix, f.:-iy) dx or (jy-iy iy) dx hay!' bccn classified into classes correspond-
ing to dx. 
The difference pixel pairs belonging to the same class dx in general do not 
form a pixel function. In many cases the continuity, i.e. the possihility of 
stepping form neighhour to neighhour is not available (e.g. in difference fields 
in direction x ordered with respect to y sometimes there is at all no pixcl in 
some rows). In other cases in contrary there are "too many" pixels (e.g. pixet 
pairs in neighhouring columns are in thc same rows), thus SODle pixels haye 
more than two neighbours and this is what prevents the simple construction 
of a pixel function out of the pixels of a field of differences in direction x. 
A pixel function containing at least one pixel out of each pair of pixe!s 
helonging to class dx of a difference field is called a fitting function of class dx. 
This definition makes clear that there arc many fitting pixe! functions of class 
dx for any difference field. 
In the following the mutual relation of a pixel function and the functions 
fitting on its difference fields will he discu:"sed. The original function will he 
called the primitive function. The derivatives are a set of pixel functions out 
of which the first one is a fitting function of class dx = 1 on the field of dif-
ferences of the primitive function, the second Ollf; a fitting function of class 
dx = 2, etc. A set of derivatives has to contain dxmax different fitting i'unctiom: 
corresponding to the clases dx = 1, 2, ... d;'Cmax• (The yalue dXmax is the dif-
ference of the x "coordinates" of the last and the first pixel of the primitive 
function: dxmax = ixlnst - i xo.) Of course the same primitiye function has 
many different sets of derivatives. When working with derivatin's one has to 
define the field of differences on which the derivatives fit. There are derivatives 
fitting on a field of differences in direction x ordered with respect to x or)" and 
derivatives fitting on a field of differences in direction y ordered with respect 
to x or y. 
The restriction still holds that monotonic pixel functions (or monotonic 
sections of general pixel functions) are considered onely. Of course functions 
fitting on difference fields of monotonic functions themselves are not always 
monotonic. Thus maintaining the condition of monotonic character for the 
fitting functions too means a further restriction on the primitive functions. 
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Correlation between arithmetic description of primitive and derived functions 
Let us consider a general arithmetic description of a primitive function 
in form of a pair of concurrent sequences 
(ixo' iyo) SX1' SX2' ... , SXi' ..• 
Sy1' Sy2' ... , Syj' ... 
or in the form of an equivalent pair of concurrent series 
(ixo' iyo ) AXO' A x1, ••• , A xi - 1, ..• 
AyO' A yl, ... , A yj_1' 
The first pixel of this function in column (io:o i) is in the ro'w (i,>!l j), 
"\vhere j is thc highest integer value meeting the inequality . 
Knowing this, the differences in direction x can be computed. Let us consider 
first the field of differences in direction ;~ ordered "'with respect to x. The pixel 
pairs of this field are written in the form (ixo+i, k-j) dx ,,,ith j defined as 
above and k being the highest integer meeting inequality 
SYic < Sxi+dX' 
Let us denote two pixel pairs of the same class dx being in adj acent co-
lumns by (ixo+i, k-j) dx and (i xo+i+l, k'-j') dx. The pixel function fitting 
on the difference:; of class dx is sought for in the form 
( . 0) SdX SdX 1xo, xl, =<'2"" 
The con dition of fitting is the inequality 
k-j-l<l<k' -j', 
where l is the highest integer value satisfying the inequality 
SdX /' SdX 
y/ '---- .(i+1· 
A similar system of conditions can be formulated for functions fitting 
on the differences in direction x ordered with respect to y. The difference pixel-
p air of class dx is (k- j, j )dx. The fitting function of class dx is sought for in 
this case in the form 
(0 . ) SdX SdX , LyO xl, x2,··· 
S dX SdX Y1' y2,'" 
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Let us determine the highest integer 1 meeting the inequality 
SdX Sd~ 
xl Y1' 
and the highest integer l' meeting the inequality 
S~f, ::;: S~j+1-
L sing this land l' the fitting condition is express8d by the inequality 
l«k-j)<l'+l. 
In the case of monotonic primitive and deriyed functions this is a neces-
sary and sufficient condition simply expressing that in the row N2 j at least 
one of the pixels (k-j, j) and (k-j-I, j) belongs to the fitting function. 
Beside the general form of the fitting conditions presented just no"'w, 
there are simpler and more illustrative forms too for special cases. For example 
if both the primitive function and its derivatives are given by their arithmetic 
representations of the same uniform base Ay, i.e. 
S ~dx '4 yi = ;)yi = I, .' y' 
then 
. , (' Sxi - I) 1. ' l' SXi+dx - I] 1 . (Sg7.!.1 - I)' ] = lnt , ti:--= lnt , = lnt ' , 
, Ay J Ay, Ay 
and the diffe:r<'nce 
1. ' • (Sx i+dx- 1 j , (Sxi- 1 ) . (SXi.l.dX-SXi) bfjx ti - J = lnt - . - lnt - = Int ' ' I , 
Ay Ay Ay 
where b1'" is either 0 or 1 (being 1 if and only if the residue of the division 
SxdAy exceeds the residue ofthe division SXi+dxIA). Thus the general condition 
of fitting on a field of differences in direction x ordered with respect to x as 
deduced in the previous paragraphs 
k-j-I l~ k' _ j' 
takes the form 
't\ISXi+dX-SXi) I blix 1<' t(Sg'i+l-l}<I'nt(SXi+1+dX-SXi+1) I bdx In T i-In T i-'-l' Ay - Ay - Ay , 
Considering that in this formulae all variables are integers the following trans-
formation is possible: 
Ay [int ( SXi+~: SXi) + b1x - I] 
< S~'i-,- < A [int t' SXi+1+dX - SXi+l) 
-- XI, 1_ Y 4 
- y • 
bdx I )] i+1 T ' • 
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This inequalities give the rule of constructing the derivatives fitting on 
the field of differences in direction x ordered with respect to x for the case of 
arithmetic description 'with a uniform base common to the primitive function 
and its derivatives. (Of course, the lower limit on the left-hand side has to 
be really less than the upper limit on thc right-hand side. If not, there is no 
monotonic derivative. This case has been excluded from the examinations for 
the time being.) Note that pixel functions with 
i'+dx-1 
S·dx se"" .1 Xl' == xi'+dx - uxi' == ~ .... "i x ; j=i' . 
arc derived functions fitting on the field of differences in direction x ordered 
'with respect to x. This can be demonstrated by substituting 
i -:~dx 
S~~, S;:;+1 = . .z AXj 
j=I,·l 
into thc inequalities expressing the "condition of fitting": 
i-'-dx 2: AXj 
[ ( 
i+dx' 1 
.X Axj '--- Ay illt ) I bi+! I 1 . , ./" . j=i+1 -L dx -L 
j-I ,1 Ay 
The upper limit condition is obviously met, since for any C 
Ay[int r.·~) + 1] > C. 
Ay 
In testing the lower limit two circumstances have to be taken into consideration. 
On one side 
as consequence of the monotonic character, on the other side b1x may equal 
lonely if 
Thus the lower limit condition is always met too, and with this the stated 
form of derivative functions is fully proven. 
The conditions for fitting functions becomc even simpler if a unit hase is 
chosen. With Ay = 1 all the denominators vanish, appear integers instead of 
fractions and all the b values will he identically zeros. Thus the condition of 
fitting (or the rule of derivation) is simply 
Sxi+dx - Sxi < S;'~-i-1 < SXi-i-dX-l - SXi-i-l -]- 1 
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in case of unit based arithmetic representation of the primitive function and 
its derivatives fitting on the field of differences in direction x ordered with 
respect to x. 
Some types of pixel functions 
Constants 
A pixel function is a constant one, if all of its pixels are neighbours either 
in direction x or in direction.:r e::-;:clusively. Hence the basic writing of a constant 
'. If' . . h (. .) I I (.. ) I .. Th' plxe unctIOn IS elt er LxO' iyo ,x, ,x, ... or LxO' LyO ,)" ... IS 
two possible different kinds of constant pixel functions are called constants 
with respect to x, or constants 'with respect to y. 
The arithmetic description of a constant pi::-;:el function is simple, too. Let 
us consider a pixel function constant 'with respect to x, cons isting of m + 1 
pixels. Such a pixel function is described by any pair of concurrent sequences 
for "·hl·cll S > S (the actual ~rallles are not important). The equivalent 
" vI - xm ' 
condition in' case of series: 
m-I 
.:2 AXi ::;;: A"o, 
i=O .. 
or for a uniform base with respect to x 
This later form is rather illustrative concerning the size dependent cha-
racter of "constancy" of pixel functions. Practically all pi::-;:el functions have 
-shorter or longer-constant sections. If a pixel function is a constant on a 
finite rectangle it may be a constant or a non-constant pixel function on an 
extended one. If in the uniform based description shown above the base is 
chosen to be equal to zero i.e. Ax = 0, there is no need to make any restriction 
concerning the length of the function i.e. concerning the ma::-;:imum number of 
its pi::-;:els; in this special case the pixel function is constant ,,,ith respect to x 
independently of its size. 
Defining types ofpixelfwlctiol1S on the basis of proper ties of their derivatives 
It was simple to define the constant pixel functions relying on their basic 
form. In the follo'"ing new types of pixel functions will be defined by prescrib-
ing some properties of their derivatives. Since for every pixel function there 
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are many sets of derivatives having different properties, the way of making 
such prescriptions has to be been specified exactly. 
It \vill be stated that the derivatives of a pixel function have a given 
property. Thereby it is ment that in each class meaningful for the given pixel 
function there is at least one fitting function which has the given property 
(or at least does not contradict to it). Thus not every fitting function needs to 
have the given property, but must not exist such a class of di.fferences for 
which not a single fitting function could be produced with the given property. 
Any subsequent statement or condition concerning the properties of deriva-
tives of a pixel function has to be understood in this sense. 
T he straight line or linear pixel function 
The linear pixel function has constant derivatives. This is the definition 
of the linear pixel functions i.e. "stright lines" on a finite rectangle consisting 
of pixels. 
Let us consider the follo\ving arithmetic description: 
... " SXi = Sxl + (i - I)Ax' 
Syj = jAy, 
This is termed a doubly uniform based description. It is easy to demons-
trate that any pixel function with such a doubly uniform arithmetic descrip-
tion is linear i.e. has constant derivatives. Namely, it has been proven in the 
previous chapters that the function 
S~f = Sxi+dX - Sxi 
is a fitting function in case of a uniform description with the same Ay. But for 
double uniform description . 
SXi+dx - Sxi = SXl + (i + dx - I)Ax - [SXl + (i - I)Ax]' 
a nd in consequence 
demonstrating that S~f does not depend on L, I.e. the fitting function is a 
constant. It can be demonstrated too that any straight line i.e. any linear pixel 
function has at least one arithmetic description with doubly uniform base. 
Before doing that, however, some preliminary remarks are needed. 
Let us start v"ith a unit-based description. It has been proven that any 
pixel function has such a description, thus the linear ones have, too. So it is 
sufficient to demonstrate that for any unit-based pair of concurrent sequences 
describing a linear pixel function a corresponding equivalent doubly uniform 
2 
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description can be constructed. In case of unit base the condition of fitting has 
been deduced in the form 
Considering that for linear functions the derivatives are constants in-
dependent of £, i.e. 
and all the numbers appearing in the inequalities are integers, the condition 
of fitting takes the form of the follo'wing equation 
"where b may take again onely one of the values 0 or 1 (actually which of them, 
depeds on dx and i). Introducing an "intermediate" dx' value (1 ~.s:;: dx' < dx) 
SXi == Sxf+dX 
Comparing the last two equations havig the same left-hand sides a relation 
can be found among the S~x values of the different classes: 
Let us try to construct now an equiyalent douhly uniform-based description 
in the form 
S' - '4. ~Yj-J"y' 
The condition of the equivalence of the two forms with unit base and 'with 
doubly uniform base is the following pair of inequalities: 
(i - l)Ax 
or after sonle transformation 
gIvmg the necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a doubly 
uniform hased description: 
(Sxi - l)Ay - (i - l)Ax < SXjAy - (j -l)Ax, 
'which has to he valid for any possible pair of i and j. If i = j, the condition is 
trivial. If i > j, then let i = j + dx, and the condition takes the form 
(SdX bdX 1)'./ /' d .. . ./ X - j - _rty "'-.. X -rtx. 
If i < j, then let j = i+dx, and the condition transforms to 
d 4. < (SdX bdx I 1)'./ x. X X - i -, _rty ' 
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These conditions have to he met in the case of the less favourahle values of 
b1x and b1x. Therehy to prove the existence of a douhly uniform description 
such values have he found for Ax and Ay in case of which the inequalities 
(S~x - l)Ay < dx Ax ~ S~x Ay 
are satisfied independently of the actual value of dx. In faet, however, such 
values can be found always. Namely, let us find the least one among the ratios 
(S~x/dx) and let Ax and Ay equal the corresponding S~x and dx. With this 
choice the upper limit is ohviously met. Investigating the lower limit let us 
consider first the case dx < Av' Usig the formula connecting the S~x values of 
the different classes and consi~lering that Ax = S~, in the less fayourahle ca;;e 
,j _ "dx --'- SAy-dX _ I 
_l'ix-J.-)x_ I X ~ 
from which expressing (S~X - I) and substituting into the lower limit condi-
tion, we have 
(4 SA .. -tiX)4 ~ d 4 [ 1 ( 1 -' x - X J -' Y '-...., x -' x == f Y - .... ,.:. y dx)]A x ' 
After some transformation the lower limit condition has the form: 
S;y-d" Av 
--;---:;-- > -" . Ay , 
which considering the minimum property of A"jAy always holds. Of course, 
with this deduction the proof is valid for dx values not exceeding Ay onely. 
But alwavs can he found a le value so that 
1 dx- k.J. 
- y 
and using the equation 
,-,xd = 7. ,/ 
Ox tf._rty 
these cases can l)e reduced to the ahcady proyen ones. 
With this conclusion the statement concerning the possihility of describ-
ing any straight line in a doubly uniform hased arithmetic description has heen 
fully demonstrated. But, in addition, the ahoye (somewhat lenghty) investiga-
tion points to some other interesting facts, too. First of all it shows that the 
stipulation of constant derivatives is a "meaningful" one, there are really 
pixel functions meeting this condition. It can he ohserved too that if a finite 
rectangle is considered with highest serial numhers of suhdiyisions 11:( and n v' 
all lineal' pixel functions of this rectangle (i.e. all straight lines of such a scree~) 
have a douhly uniform al'ithmetic description with Ax < 11y and Ax s;: n y' 
namely hoth Ax and Av have been chosen out of the (on the screen really 
existing) coordinate diff~rences of two specified pixels of the linear pixel func-
tion to he descrihed. (Note that such a description always exists hut, of course, 
IS not the onely possihle doubly unifl)rm description of the given pixel func-
2* 
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tion.) The fact that Ax and Av have such upper limits, has its practical impor-
tance: the computer arithmetic may work with rather "short" integers. 
Rethinking the above investigations on linear pixel functions may attract 
notice that it has not been stated explicit ely, which derivatives are constants, 
but tacitly the derivatives fitting on the field of differences in direction x and 
ordered with respect to x have been used. Since in consequence of the symmetry 
of the variables x and y in the doubly uniform-based descriptions, any deriva-
tives of a linear pixel functions are constats, there is no need to specify the ty-pe 
of the constant derivatives. The straight lines are "anyway straights". 
Concluding the remarks on linear pixel functions a further important 
property of this type of functions has to be demonstrated. Starting from the 
well-kno"wn doubly unifor description 
SX1' = SXl A x' Sxi = SXl (i - l)Ax' ... 
Syl = Ay, Syl = 2A-y' Syj jA-y"'" 
let us consider the pixel function described by the following pair of concurrent 
sequences: 
l+dx-l 
S~l = :E SXi;' 
t:=l 
S;'l = Ay, 
2-~dx-l 
S~2. = :E Sxi:' 
t:=~ 
S , - 9 ,I Yl - ~_r:1y' 
i+dx-l 
S~i = :E SXk' 
k=i 
This later pair of concurrent sequences marked by' is constructed from the 
original one by summing some values of the x sequence. The original one is 
a doubly uniform based arithmetic description of a linear pixel function. It 
is easy to see that the second one (constructed by summation) is doubly uni-
form based, too. Namely, 
i+dx-l 
S~i = :2 [SX) + (k 
k=i 
and choosing here 
d ') 
x- Ax -;- d:'C(i 
2 
the "normal form" of a doubly uniform based description is arrived at. This 
property of some pixel functions is told "summation homogeneity", and-
as demonstrated just now-the linear pixel functions are homogeneous in 
this sense. 
Pixel functions of order q 
Let us assume that functions of order (q-l) exist and they are "sum-
mation homogeneous" in the just defined sense. Let the pair of concurrcnt 
sequences 
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describe such a function of order (q-l). 
A pixel function is of order q if its derivatives fitting on the field of dif-
ferences in direction x and ordered 'vith respect to x are of order (q-1). 
Let us consider the pixel function 
A~o' AXl = S~l' AX2 = S~2' ... Axi = S~i' 
This is sure a pixel function of order q, its derivatives 
being of order (q-1) due to the assumed summation homogeneity. The pixel 
function of order q itself is summation homogeneous, because its summative 
is of power q, too. Namely, if 
i-cdx-l 
S~i= ~ Sxk' 
k=l 
then its derivatives 
j-cdx i+dx-l 
S "dX S" S" '" '" S xi = Xi+dx - Xi = ",&,; ",&,; xk 
i=j k=l 
are of order (q-1) due to the assumed summation homogeneity. Now it has 
been demonstrated that if summation homogeneous pixel functions of order 
(q-1) exist, then pixel functions of order q exist, too, and they are homoge-
neous in the same sense. This gives us the possibility of constructing pixel 
functions of any arbitrary (of course positive integer) order. Namely, starting 
from linear pixel functions the quadratic ones can be constructed, on the basis 
of the quadratic pixel functions of order two the cubic pixel functions of order 
3 can be built up, and so on until any required order q. 
The exponential pixel function 
A pixel function is told to be exponential if its derivatives fitting on the 
field of differences in direction x ordered vvith respect to y are linear. 
Let us consider the pixel function with the y uniform based arithmetic 
description 
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This form describes an exponential pixel function if 
for any i ';v-ith a constant c. (Restrictions concerning the value of c will be 




values in the doubly uniform-based description 
SdX ~dx Sdx, ,Idx Sax SdX I (. 1) 4. dx )..,.. xl~ d X 2 == xl T J:t x ~ ••• I-.. xi == xl T 1 - ..:. X 
S dX _ tax Sax _ ')A dx SdX _ 4. dx yl - .: y" y:! -;.J Y ~ ••• ym - m,_ y 
can be chosen such a way that the resulting linear pixel function fits on th<' 
field of differences of class dx (in direction x and ordered 'vith respect to y) of 
the exponential pixel function written in the above specified form. 
First, take notice that if S~;+l = c Sx;, as assumed, then 
Sx;+ax = c
dX Sx;· 
Thus, the first pixels of the columns i and (i+dx) are in the rows 
] = lnt an , = lnt ---'--. . ( Sx; - 1) d k . ( cdx Sx; - 1 ) 
Ay Ay 
respectively. Consequently the difference pixel pair in direction x, ordered 
'vith respect to y and being of class dx is 
(k - j), j)dx, 
where 
k .. (CdX S:<i- 1 J . (SXi- 1 ) . (CdX 1)SXi) b4x ] = Illt ----- - lnt = lnt I • 
Ay Ay Ay 
On the other hand, the first and last pixels of the assumed fitting function of 
class dx are in the columns 
( 
S~f + A~x int (Sx; 
. Av 




( S~"i + A.exint (Sx; - 1})' I f • Av =111t Adx', 
-/';Ix 
respectively. The condition of fitting, as demonstrated previously, is 
1 < (k - j) < l' 1. 
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Using the just deduced formulae for (k-j), land 13, making the following 
choice for the till now undetermined quantities 
Sdx 4dx (dX I) A 1 A dx A xl =" Y = C - _d y an( x = - y' 
and taking the less favourable value of b1X, the condition of fitting is equiva-
lent 'with the following pair of inequalities 
int( (cdX - l)Sxi ) + I 
Ay I 
lilt T • . (SXi I))]! 1 
Ay 
Obviously, the first condition holds for any (cdX -1) > 1. The second 
one is equivalent to the inequality 
S /" 4 ! A' ( Sxi - 1 'J 
xi _:::0," \' T --y lnt A ' 
\ Y j 
where Sxi always can be wTitten in the form Sxi = pAy + q with integer p and 
q, the latter satisfying the condition 0 q < Ay. Using this substitution 
A I _ ,4 ! .<' ( pAy + q - 1 ) P_d y T q « _d v T _d v lnt , 
. .. Ay 
and this inequality holds in any case, because if q = 0, then 
and if 0 < q < Ay, then 
pAy q < Ay + Ayp, 
With this the given form of the exponential pixel functions has been established. 
According to the definition of concurrent sequences describing pixel 
functions their terms have to be (non-negative) integers. In case of exponential 
functions 
S i-I ~ xi = C uxl' 




(where both e and f are integers) too, in condition that SXI is an integer mul-
tiple of pi-I) fOT any i meaningful in the case of the function under considera-
tion. Theoretically it is always possible to multiply both Sxl and Av by pimax-l) 
and produce an equivalent pair of concurrent sequences describi~g the same 
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pixel function and meeting the divisibility condition for 8x1' Whether such 
sequences consisting of (possibly) very large integer terms can be practically 
useful or not (and if yes, how), will be investigated soon. 
Pixel functions and analytic functions 
In the previous chapters different types ofpixel functions have been defin-
ed. The names, which have; been given to these types of pixel functions, are 
used in the traditional math;matical analysis of plane curves, too. The tYlles of 
pixel functions and the continuous curves of the traditional analysis are, in 
fact, closely related. 
Let us consider a finite rectangle of the (x, Y J coordinate plane defined 
by the inequalities 
o <x::;: nxdx and 0 Y nydy. 
The pixel (ix, l:yJ is the elementary rectangle 
(ix - I) dx < x < ixdx and (iy - 1) dy <Y < iydy • 
Obviously, a pixel function can be considered as a counterpart of a con-
tinuous analytic function if it consists of those and onely those pixels whose 
corresponding elementary rectangles are "passed through" by the conti-
nuous analytic function. From this vie"\Vlloint the values of the analytic func-
tion on the boundaries of the elementary rectangles corresponding to the pixels 
are of importance, behaviour of the continuous functions inside the elementary 
rectangles can not be expressed by the pixel function. 
Let us investigate now the "legitimacy" of some names given to the dif-
ferent types of pixel functions. The correspondence of the constant pixel 
functions and the x = C or Y = C analytic functions is trivial. The analytic 
counterpart of the linear pixel functions, among others, may have the form 
y( x J = a x + b. The difference of the Y values on the pixel boundaries x and 
(x+dx dxJ is 
y(x dxdJ-y(x)=dYdX=adxdx 
and does not depend on x, is a constant. The analytic counterpart of the 
quadratic pixel function (i.e. of the pixel function of order 2) is the second 
order polynomial Y = a x2+b x+c (parabola), because 
dYdX=(2adxdx)x (adx2d~ bdxdJ 
is a straight line. Similarily, for Y = eX 
dYdx = ex+dXd= - eX = eX(edXd: _ 1) = Y (edXdz - 1) 
being a linear function of y, the analytic function Y = eX is a counterpart of 
the exponential pixel function. 
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The different ty-pes of the analytic functions are characterised by the 
corresponding differential equations e.g. the quadratic ones by the equation 
y' = ; x + b, the exponentials by y' = c y, etc. The "pixel counterparts" of 
this differential equations are the prescribed properties of pixel derivatives 
fitting on the field of differences in one or in the other direction and ordered 
,dth respect to one or to the other variable. From the aspect of analytic re-
presentation these prescribed properties refer to "finite differences" taken on 
the pixel boundaries. The traditional usage of the equations of finite differences 
considers the differences taken in distances dx onely, therefore being an appro-
ximation of the differential equation, while the formulation of the pixel deri-
vatives considers the finite differences of all possible classes simultaneously, 
therefore is not an approximation but an exact full description of the pixel 
counterpart of the required analytic functions (at least for monotonic sections 
and inside the finite rectangle under investigation). 
The pixel functions as defined in the previous chapters are perfectly 
exact in the sense, that they contain all those pixels and onely those pixels 
which are passed through by their "theoretical" analytic counterparts. If, 
say, the exponential pixel function had to be displayed on a raster screen by 
computing the eX values on the boundaries of the columns, this, possibly, 
wouldn't be exact, namely for computing the eX values some approximative 
methods had to be used, the arithmetic unit of the computers (at least in case 
of multiplications or floating point arithmetics) worked with a restricted ac-
curacy, etc. Thus, in case of such a traditional approach the appearance of 
"illegal" pixels or the absence of needed ones is not absolutely excluded, while 
the arithmetic descriptions working with integers and operating with additions 
and substractions onely give always the exact result. 
Algorithms for plotting pixel functions 
Plotting functions given in their basic form 
Plotting a function is understood as the process of finding all the pixels 
making up the function from the starting pixel to the last one by stepping 
from neighbour to neighbour, in order to mark out them on the screen by giv-
ing them a shade or colour different from other pixels not belonging to the 
function, and thereby to display the considered function. The way, how the 
pixels can be set to a given colour or shade, is different in the case of the dif-
ferent computers and graphic softwares and is irrevelant from the point of 
view of the present investigations. Thus, a polotting algorithm is understood 
in this paper simply as a process consisting of as many steps as many pixels 
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constitute the considered function, the integer variables ix and iy defining in 
each step a pixel (ix' ivY of the function and one (and onely one) of them vary-
ing from step to step' by : 1 corresponding to the way of adjacency of the 
consecutive neighbouring pixels. In case of actual computer algorithms the 
instructions to set the pixels have to be added. 
Let us consider the basic form 
(ixo' iyo) PI' P2 ... Pr •.. 
of the fuction to be plotted. Remember, that a "neighbourhood hit pair" p j 
represents two bit of information (b·l • b '0)' where. say. the hit bry expresses J' j-' '. ' j-
wether the next pixe! is adjacent in the direction x or y and the bit bjl is the 
"sign" defining wether the next pixellies above (to the right of) or helow (to 
the left of) thc previous one. Thus the hasic form of a pixel function is equiva-
lent to the follo"\ving plotting algorithm: 
- "Starting step" : 
"Going on step" : 
fb 0 I ' 'r ()' "1 I j2 = ,t zen Ix = Ix T sgn P j , ] = ] T : 
if bj2 = 1, then iy = iy + sgn(Pj)' j = j + 1. 
(Note, if b jl = 0, then sgn(p j) = + 1, 
if bjl = 1, then sgn(pj) = -1.) 
The starting step specifies the initial values of the variables used in the 
algorithm and is executed once while plotting a function. The going on step is 
repeatedly executed as many times as the number of pixels in the function 
(not counted the starting one). In this step the values of the variables are mo-
dified in dependence of some conditions. A going on step has essentially two 
branches corresponding to the x or y adjacency of the pixel just stepped on. 
For describing plotting algoritms the same structure , ... ill he used in the further 
investigations, too. (The plotting algorithms to be investigated are all very 
simple, therefore there is no need to take use of the strict syntactics of a 
specific programming language to avoid misunderstanding. It is to he mention-
ed, however, that the equal sign" =" has two different roles in the descriptions 
of plotting algorithms. It is used mainly as the sign of an "assigment state-
ment" meaning that the variahle specified on its left hand side takes the value 
prescribed on its right hand side. An exceptional case for using this" =" sign 
is between the words "if" . .. "then" in the conditions defining the x or y 
branches, where it means a "relational operator", but this special meaning is 
clear out of the wording.) 
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Plotting functions given by arithmetic description 
Let us consider a pixel function given by the pair of concurrent series 
(ixo, iyo) Axo, A xl' ..• A xj' .. . 
Ayo, A y1, ... Ay!:' ... . 
The corresponding plotting algorithm is as follows: 
"Starting step" : 
R=Axo 
"Going on step" : 
if R 0, then Ix = ix -+- I, R = R -+- Axp j = j + 1: 
if R > 0, then iy = iy + 1, R = R 1. 
(This plotting algorithm works for monotonic pixel functions onely as the 
arithmetic description itself has heen defined so far just for such cases.) 
In the algorithm presented just now, the variable R, called the main 
register, plays an important role. This main register indicates always the dif-
ference of the not yet plotted next terms of the x and y sequences, since in the 
starting step it is set so (remember Axo-Ayo = SX1-Syl !) and in the going on 
steps (where a pixel is plotted and the corresponding term of either the x or 
the y sequence is used up) it is modified by the difference of the next and the 
just plotted terms, heing 
AXi = SXj+l - s.'j and Ay!: = Syk+l - S",I:' 
Thus, the main register R tells whether the next term in the common order of 
the two sequences is out of the x or the y sequence and, consequently, whether 
the next pixel of the function is adjacent to the last already plotted one in the 
x or in the y direction. 
Comparison of plotting algorithms 
In the previous paragraphs two types of plotting algorithms have heen 
considered, one using the hasic description and the other using the arithmetic 
description of the function. There is an important difference hetween this two 
types of algorithms regarding the amount of information needed by them. 
The "coordinates" of the starting pixel are needed by hoth types of 
plotting algorithms, thus it can be disregarded when comparing the amount 
of information. The algorithm relying on the hasic description uses a p j "neigh-
bourhood bitpair" to plot a ne"w pixel of the pixel function, so the amount of 
information needed to construct a pixel of the function is 2 bit. The algorithm 
based on the arithmetic description uses up an AXj or an AYk value for construct-
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ing each new pixel of the function. The Axj and Ay" values are (generally rather 
large) integers representing as many bit information as many binary digits are 
necessary to describe them. Thus, the amount of information needed if using 
the arithmetic description is several times bigger than in the case of the basic 
description. The basic description is practically not redundant, contains-
broadly speaking-as many information as just needed for selecting a given 
pixel function out of the manifold of the possible functions and, consequently, 
the corresponding algorithm seems to be "the best possible". On the other 
hand, arithmetic descriptions are rather redundant and plotting algorithms 
relying on them seem to he less efficient, using up much more information to 
produce the same result. 
Really, were all possible pixel functions of the given finite rectangle (i.e. 
of the given screen) "equal", were not some pixel functions (or hetter, some 
groups of pixel functions with some special properties) more important than 
others in descrihing natural fenomena, the arithmetic descriptions and the 
corresponding algorithms had no justification. However, in the previous chapter 
on the different kinds of pixel functions the formulation of pixel function pro-
perties important in expressing natural fenomena has been possihle just hy 
taking use of the arithmetic description. In casc of such functions 'with impor-
tant characteristic properties the AXj and Ay/{ do not appear as independent 
data hut exhihit some regularities, and therefore can he constructed out of a 
few initial data. In what follows algorithms taking use of these regularities 'will 
he presented. The efficiency of such algorithms is rather high, knowing the 
information concerning the type of the function just a few additional initial 
data are needed to construct the whole pixel function. 
Algorithm fOT plotting straight lines 
Straight lines- as demonstrated earlier- are descrihed hy concurrent 
series of doubly uniform base 
(ixo' iyo) A xo' A x' ..• A x' .. . 
Ay, Ay, ... Ay, ... . 
Considering this special type of arithmetic description the plotting algorithm 
of straight lines follows directly from the general case: 
" Starti ng step" : 
R = Axo - Ay, ix = i xo' iy = iyo' 
"Going on step" : 
if R < 0, then ix = i~ + 1, R = R + Ax; 
if R >0, then i y = iy+ 1, R = R - Ay. 
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Thus, five numerical data are needed to define a straight line: Axo (or, better 
the difference Axo-Ay), A x' Ay, and the coordinates of the starting pixel 
(ixo' i),o)' The algorithm for plotting straight lines may be written in an alter-
native form concentrating data handling in the starting step: 
"Starting step": 
R = Axo - Ay, RXl = A x' Ryl = A", ix = i xo' iy = iyo' 
"Going on step" : 
if R < 0, then ix = ix + 1, R = R + Rx1 ; 
if R>O, then iy=iy 1, R=R-Ry1 ' 
It should be noted that algorithms of this kind (deduced from different 
theoretical hases) are weII-kno"wn and "widely used in the practice. 
Algorithm for plotting quadratic pixel function 
It has been demonstrated that a pixel function of order q is described by 
a pair of concurrent series \vith a uniform hase with l'espect to x if the terms of 
the x series are identical ,yith the terms of an x sequence out of a pair of concur-
rent sequences with the same uniform base describing a function of order 
(q-l). Therefore, the pair of concurrent series 
(i"o' ivo) A xo' A x1, ... A xj' 
Ay, Ay, ... Ay, 
describes a pixel function of order 2 if the terms A x1' '" AxJ' ... are equal 
to the terms 
of an x sequence corresponding to the doubly uniform base series description 
(ixo' iyo) A~o' A x' A x' 
Ay, Ay, Ay, 
of a linear pixel function. Thus, a quadratic pixel function has a pair of concur-
rent series in the form 
(ixo' i)'o) A xo' AXl = A~o' A~2 = A~o 
AY' Ay 
A x' ... AXlc+l = A~o 
Ay," . 
kA x '" • 
_4y" .• 
and hence the plotting algorithm for quadratic pixel functions is the foIIo,ying: 
- "Starting step" : 
R = Axo - Ay, RXl = A~o' Rx2 = A x' RYl = Ay. ix = i xo' iy = iyo' 
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"Going on step" : 
if R :::::: 0, then ix = ix + I, R = R + RI' R.d = Rxl R x2 ; 
if R > 0, then iy = £\1 -'- I, R = R R yl ' 
Algorithm for plotting pixel functions of order q 
An obvious generalisation of the plotting algorithm of the quadratic 
pixel functions leads to the following algorithm for plotting the general pixel 
functions of order q: 
"Starting step" : 
R = Axo - Ay, RXl = A~o' RX2 A~o" .. R Xq- 1 = A;~~-lJ, 
Rxq = ALq-1 J, R~'l = ix = ixo' iy = iy(j' 
"Going on step" : 
if R I, R= R 
R Xq_1 = R Xq - 1 + RXq; 
if R > 0, then iy = iy + I, R = R - R y1 ' 
In accordance with the recursive definition of the pixe! function of order q 
(not considering the starting pixel), the following initial data appear in this 
algorithm: 
A ,/1 ,A If "fq-lJ 
-r:txo' J1. xo, _I'.:txo" ... ... /l~n , 
i.e., the first terms of the x series of pixel functions of order [q-l], [q-2], 
... , 2, I, resp., 
the general x term of the linear pixel function, and the common uniform Las!' 
Ay. 
However, for the practical application of this algorithm it is not always im-
portant to remember the recursive definition of the pixel function of order q, 
and to define the initial values of the registers corresponding to this definition; 
simply all registers need initial values, and if they have got, the algorithm 
works. 
Algorithm for plotting exponential pixel functions 
F or the exponential pixel function an arithmetic description of uniform 
base with respect to y has been constructed 'with 
Sxi+1 = c Sxi 
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for every i ,vith the same constant c. Considering that 
Axi = Sxi+l - Sxi = (c - 1)Sxi,Axi-:-1 = (c2 - C)Sxi' i.e. A:d -:-1 = cAxi' 
the following "going on step" can be constructed 
"Going on step" : 
if R 0, then 
if R > 0, then ly = iy 1,R= R 
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So far, the plotting algorithms contained additions onely. Therefore it is, 
expedient to replace the multiplication c RYl appearing in the plotting algo-
rithm of the exponential function hy additions, too. Assuming that all (initial 
and suhsequent) values of the register R are integer multiples of RYl = A" 
and assuming further that Rd = (c-1) Ay is an integer (as we have seen, 
e may be a fraction), a plotting algorithm for the exponential pixd fuctioll 
can be constructed in the following form: 
"Starting step" : 
"Goi ng 071 step" : 
if R < 0, then ix = ix + 1, R = R -1- R d ; 
if R > 0, then iy = iy + 1, R = R - R y1' RXl = RXl -i- R y2 ' 
The structure of this plotting algorithm has much in common with pro-
cedures presented earlier for the linear, quadratic and general polynomial 
pixel functions: it realizes the plotting of the exponential pixcl function hy 
using register additions onely. However, there is a characteristic difference: 
while in case of polynomials all registers with subscript x have to he modified 
in the x hranch of the going on step, in case of he exponential function the 
register Rxl is modified in the .y branch, i.e. the handling of the registers with 
subscripts x and y is not strictly seperated any mOre. In our method of discuss-
ing functions this expresses the essential difference between "polynomials" 
and "transcendent" functions. 
Finally some practical remarks on plotting exponential pixel functions. 
Remember that the last version of the plotting algorithm has been based on 
assumptions concerning the divisihility of the R register values by Ry1' and 
RVl by the denominator of c (if c is a fraction). Ohviously, these stipulations 
al~\'ays can he met using common multiples, but for that somtimes rather hig 
(long) integers are needed. If (e.g. in order to avoid a slowing down of the al-
gorithm) the integers are not used in their full length required hy the divisibility 
assumptions, the algorithm will he of an approximative character. There is the 
possibility of using a pair of such "fast" approximative algorithms paralel, 
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one of them giving a lower the other one an upper bound of the function to be 
plotted and as far as the two approximations coincide, the result is exact. 
Sometimes such a pair of approximative algorithms works faster than a single 
exact algorithm using long integers. 
Systematization of pixel functions. The function number 
In the foregoing chapters-somewhat as examples-plotting algorithms 
have been given for polynomial and exponential pixel functions. The structure 
of this algorithms lends itself to classification of the different types of pixel 
functions. The "starting step" of the algorithms is irrevelant from this point 
of view"; in this step the ix and iv "coordinates", the main register R, and all 
the x and y registers used in th~ algorithm just get their initial values. The 
type of the function is defined by the structure of the "going on" step, which 
is always divided into two branches depending on the conditions whether 
R:::;;: 0 or R > 0, resp., the first one being the x branch, the other one the y 
branch. In the x branch ix, in the y branch iy is increased by one. These opera-
tions are common for any type of (monotonic) pixel functions. Beside these 
coordinate modifications the values of some registers may be modified too by 
adding the content of an other register to the existing value. The type of the 
pixel function is defined just by these register modifications: which register 
is modified, by which other register and in which branch. A substantial and 
unambiguous definition of the different types of pixel functions is possible by a 
concise description of the register modifications in the two branches of their 
plotting algorithms. 
In this concise description the two branches "will be separated by a colon 
" : ", preceded by the list of register modifications in the x branch, and fol-
lowed by the list of register modifications in the y branch. (The explicite indi-
cation of thc coordinate modifications is not needed, they are common in 
every plotting algorithm.) The register modifications themselves can be expres-
sed in an unambiguous, equivalent shorter form, too. If the main register is 
understood with the subscript zero, the letter symbol R may be omitted using 
the subscripts onely. Remember that in general the subscript of a register 
contains one of the letters x or y and a positive integer number. Agreeing that 
the subscript integer is taken with positive sign if the subscript letter is the 
same as the letter symbol of the branch in which it appears, and with a nega-
tive sign in the opposite case, the explicite indication of the subscript letter 
my be omitted, too. In the assignment statements of register modifications the 
register to be modified appears on the left hand side of the equation sign" =", 
but it appears once more on the right hand side too, indicating that the modi-
Jication has to be added to (or substracted from) the existing value. In a 
concise description of the register modifications this repeated writing can be 
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avoided by agreeing that the symbol i ! j is equivalent to the assignment state-
ment Rxi = Rxi + RXj (if it precedes the: ) or to Ryi = Ryi : RYi (if it follows 
the: ). (Remember that in the assignment statements of the plotting algorithm 
the modification is always an addition, only in R = R - RYl appears a sub-
traction!) Using the introduced conventions, the plotting algorithms of some 
types of pixel functions have the following concise form 
o J 1 : 0 : 1 
1 [2, 0 I 1 : 0 i 1 
(q-1) l q . .. 1 [2, 0 ! 1 : 0 ' 1 
o 1: 0 1, -1 2 
(straight line), 
(parabola), 
(polynomial of ordf'r q), 
(exponential). 
In case of many important functions, series of assignment statements can he 
found where the subscript of the modifier register is in each statement by one 
greater than that of the register to be modified and the modifier of the first 
assignment statement is modified by the next statement of the series, and so on. 
Such series of assignment statements appeal' e.g. in the plotting algorithms 
of polynomials. For these type of series of assignment statements a concise 
notation can be introduced hy naming the lowest subscript to he modified, and 
indicating the numher of assignment statements belonging to the series as a 
superscript, as an "exponent". Thus, e.g. the concise writing of the plotting 
algorithm of a polynomial of order q is 
Note that if the supcrscript is 1, this notation is equivalent to a single 
assignment statement. Let us agree that, as in the case of "normal" exponents. 
the explicite writing out of the superscript 1 may be omitted. 
By introducin g the "power type" notation with "bases" and" exponents", 
the naming of registers has heen somewhat automatized: onely the lowest 
subscript is mentioned explicitly as the "hase". For avoiding amhiguities, some 
strict rules for giving subscripts to registers have to be estahlished. Let consi-
der the assignment statements always starting from the colon, i.e. on the right-
hand side in the "normal "way" (from left to right), hut on the left-hand side 
of the colon in the opposite way (from left to right). Each register gcts its letter 
subscript corresponding to the branch in which it appears first as a modifier, 
and gets as serial number subscript the next free integcr, not used yet with the 
specificd letter suhscript (corresponding to the jl!st estahlished order of the 
assignment statements). Eyery modifier register involved by a "power type" 
notation is considered as a new rcgister, heing not identical ,vith any preyiously 
specified one. (If it happens that this is not the case, the concise "power type" 
notation must not he used, and the corresponding assignment statement has to 
be written out explicitly.) Finally one can ohserye that the assignment state-
ment 0 I 1 or 01 appears in hoth branches of any plotting algorithm, and there-
3 
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fore it must be always included even if it is not 'i,niten out explicitly. All these 
rules define a very concise, informative, and in the same time strictly unam-
biguous notation of pixel functions (through their plotting algorithms) which 
will be called "function number". 
Some important function numbers 
The function numbers of function types discussed in detail in the 
01 : 01 or 0: 0 
02 : 0 
oq : 0 
01 : 0\ -P or 0:-1 
(linear), 
(quadratic or parabola with a verti-
cal axis), 
(pol)rnomial of order q), 
( exponential). 
The function numbers of inverse functions can be obtained by interchanging 
the two branches in the plotting algorithm, i.e. by interchanging the two sides 
of the colon in the function numbers: 
o : 02 
-1: 0 
(square root OT parabola with a 
horizontal axis), 
(logarithmic) . 
Concerning the above mentioned pixel functions their definition has been ginn 
in the foregoing chapters, the equivalence of the plotting algorithm and thr-
given definition has been demonstrated, the mutual relation of the analytic 
and pixel functions has been studied, thus the legitimacy of the function nUlll-
bel's has been somewhat established. No'w some more interesting function 
numbers will be listed 'i,vithout proof: 
-1, 02 : 02, -1 
-2, 01 : 02 or -2 : 02 
circle, ellipse, parabola, hyperbola 
with principal axes parallel to the 
coordinate directions, 
conic sections, as above, but with 
arbitrary (ske'w) axes, plus spirals, 
etc., 
the basic trigonometric and hyper-
bolic functions (sin, cos, sh, ch). 
A pixel function is defined by its function number and by the initial 
values of all registers involved in it (inclmling ix and iy)' Note that there are 
registers which appear as modifiers onely. If the initial value of such a register 
is set to 0, the assignment statements involving this regigster may be omitted, 
i.e. the function number may be reduced to a simpler form. For example if 
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RV2 = 0 in a pixel function with function number 02 : 02, then it reduces 
ta' the 02 : 01 parahola. 
A function number comprises a more or less 'wide range ofpixel functions, 
depending-roughly speaking-on the number of the involved registers. 
For example the function number _22, -12, 03 : 03, -12, _22 comprizes 
all pixel functions mentioned in this paper plus the pixel equivalents of 
many "special functions" haying important applications in natural sciences 
and technology. 
Possihilities of generalisation and other complementary remarks 
Non-monotonic functions 
In this section some remarks will he presented concerning the possihle 
generalizations, the indispensable further investigations and the expectahle 
fields of practical application. Many aspects will he just hinted at "\\ithout 
detailed investigation and justification, leaving these to future papers. 
The most restrictive assumption used till now has been, no bouht, that 
of the monotonic character of the considered pixe! functions. For instance, the 
algorithms implied hy the function numhers of the quadratic or of the sine 
pixel functions (at least in the form as they haye heen presentcd in the forego-
ing chapters) are able to plot with full certainity the monotonic sections of 
these functions onely. The possibilities of releasing this restriction will be 
studied on the case of the quadratic pixel function as the simplest characteristic 
example. 
The quadratic pixel function consists of two monotonic parts, one of 
them heing an increasing, the other one a decreasing one. These two parts are 
joined hy the extremum point of the function (heing a minimum or a maxi-
mum depending on the sequential order of the increasing and dccreasinging 
parts). The plotting algorithm has heen constructed directly for the increasing 
part of the function, hut-in a slightly modified form-it can descrihe the 
decreasing part, too, namely in the y steps the i y coordinate instead of heing 
increased has to he decreased hy one. Thus hoth for the increasing part and for 
the decreasing part there is a plotting algorithm availahle. At least formally, 
it is easy to combine these two separate algorithms into a single one. There is 
no change in the starting step of such a common plotting algorithm, while 
the combined "going on step" will he as follows: 
3* 
"Going on step": 
if R < 0, then ix = ix + sgn(Ry1 )' R = R + : RXl I , 
Rx1 = Rx1 + sgn(Ry1)· Rx2 ; 
if R > 0, then iy = iy + sgn(RXl)' R = R - i RY1 I • 
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In this combined algorithm the two monotonic parts of the function are cha-
racterized by the sign of the Rxl register: a positiH value in the Rxl means 
that the function increases, a negative one that it decreases. It is interesting 
to note that the main register is modified always by the absolute value of the 
registers RXl or R\l corresponding to the fact that the terms in any pair of 
concurrent series describing a pi.xeI function are always positive. 
The above form of the algorithm is somc"what more general, than needed 
to describe the t"WO monotonic parts of the quadratic pixel function, namely 
it allows for a change in sign not onely in case of the register RXl hut also in 
case of the register R y1' This means that the parabola can be plotted not onely 
from left to right hut, hy giying a negative value to R\'l' from right to left, too. 
In case of parabolas this is not really important, but' for continuous dra"'\ving 
of dosed CUTyeiC (e.g. circles) such a reverse plotting is inevitahle 011 some parts 
of the CUTVC. In genel'al, the sign of the main register R specifies "whether an 
x or a)' step is needed to plot the next pixel of the function, v;hile the sign of 
the registers RXl and R\'l choses between the up- down or right-left neighbours. 
No douht, the ~ombined algorithm can plot two monotonic parts, one 
after the other. It has been strictly clemonstTated that hoth of these parts are 
parabolic. However, it can he asked (1) "whether these two parts do helong to 
the same parabola or not, and (if they do) (2) "whether the two plotted parts 
do contain all the pixels of the whole parahola (including its cxtremal point, too) 
or not? The answer to the first question is yes, hut concerning the second 
question thel'e is no definite positive answer. The combined algorithm plots 
two monotonic parts (,dth adjoining pixels) of the same theoretical parabola, 
hut it may happen in some ill-conditioned situations that the pixel containing 
the theoretical extremum is missing (even together with some of its neighhoUTs 
in the same column). The prohability of such ill-conditioned situations and the 
practical significance of the accidentally missing pixels can always he dimi-
nished hy using a finer mash in the proximity of the extrema i.e. for low abso-
lute values of the register R x1 ' 
Pixel curves in the three-dimensional space 
The pixel functions investigated in the foregoing chapters are the pixel 
counterparts of the analytic plane curyes. The concept of the pixel functions 
can be generalized for the three-dimensional space, too and one can define the 
pixel counterparts of the 3D curyes and 3D surfaces as well. For doing that, 
first of all the finite plane rectangle with its finite suhdivisions has to he gene-
ralized into a finite hexahedron dhided by three appropriate sets of planes into 
elementary hexahedra. Such an elementary hexahedron is a "3D pixel". A 3D 
pixel has-in general-six neighbours, and can he characterized by a triplet 
of integer numbers (ix, i y' i z). Using this form, its six neighbours are 
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1, iJ, 
(ix - 1, iy , iz), 
(ix' iy - 1, iz), 
(ix' i y , i z - 1). 
A pixel curve in the three-dimensional space is a strict analogue of the 
plane pixel functions: one has to choose a 3D starting pixel and to procedc 
by stepping from neighbour to neighbour. The arithmetic description of the 
monotonic pixel functions is valid, too, onely one has to use (instead of a pair) 
a triplet of concurrent sequences or series. The three sequences correspond to 
the three coordinate directions, and one has to chose the neighbouring pixels 
in the x, )' or ;:; direction as the x,)' or ;:; terms follow each other in the commun 
order of the three sequence. This very straightforward method of generalisa-
tion indicates that the concept of pixel function can he easily extended not 
just for the 3D case but for an arbitrary n-dimensional "'pace, too. 
The arithmetic description of monotonic pixel functions hy means of 
monotonic concurrent sequences and series can be interpreted in many dif-
ferent forms. A possible interpretation, cxpedient from the point of view of 
further generalizations, is the following. Let us consider a starting pixel 
(i",o' iyo' i:o)' and a general pixel in the form 
( • • .) (. I" !.. I k) . h' . 1 > 0 z'x' 7 y' Z,z = z'xo -;- Z" z,yO -;- J, 7,zO'- ~, ,VIt L, J, If . 
In the x, )' and;:; sequences the correspondig terms are 
SXi' Syj' SZk' 
and these, together with their predecessors c1efine three interwalls of natural 
numhers 
i'T ,/" S " .!...'f '-..., xi"; ....... yj-l 
Let us associate with the pixel (ix' iy' i z) = (ixo + i, iyo + j, izo + k) 
the just described three corresponding intervals. The pixel belongs to the 3D 
pixe! curve if all three associated intervals have common parts, i.e. if the 
three associated intervals are mutually overlapping intervals. This definition 
is, obviously, nothing else than an alternative formulation of the arithmetic 
df'scription rule. (Note that the aim of this presentation is just to outline some 
possibilities of generalization and many details need a more exact formulation: 
e.g. "what is the predecessor of the first term of a sequence? how to avoid am-
biguity if t,\"O terms of different sequences happcn to bc equal? etc. To giye 
exact answcrs to all these questions is out of the scope of the present paper.) 
The definition of pixel CUI'ves hy three associated overlapping intervals 
has heen introduced in the preyious paragraph as an alternatiye interpretation 
of the generalised arithmetic description. On the other hand, it can be considered 
as an independent method of descrihing pixel curves, too. In this case simply 
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three intervals of natural numbers are associated to each pixel of the finite 
hexahedron, and those pixels constitute a 3D pixel function for which the 
three associated intervals mutually overlap. Whether these "generalised" 
pixel functions are really pixel curves in the sense of the "step from neighbour 
to neighbour" definition or not, depends on the rule by means of which the 
intervals are associated to the individual pixels. To any 3D pixel curve there 
are several different sets of association rules describing it, as there are several 
equivalent arithmetic descriptions. too. In case of any set of association rules 
describing a real 3D pixel curve a corresponding arithmetic description can 
he found. 
Pi:rel surfaces 
The method of a;;so('iatcd overlapping int(;rvals can be used readily if) 
dcscrihe 3D pixel surfaces, too. In this case t·wo intervals of natmal numhers 
are assigned to pach 3D pixeL and the pixel surface is the set of those pixd" 
for which the two associated intervals overlap. In general, a subspaee of di-
mension In of an euclidean space of dimension 11 can be specified by assigning 
(n + 1- In) intervals to each n-dimensional pixel and by finding those pixels 
for which all (n-m+1) intervals have common parts, i.e. all possible pairs of 
the (n-m+l) iutp,ryals are overlapping. 
The method of associated oyerlapping inten-als lends itself for solving 
different problems of surface geometry. Let m: consider, for example, two sur-
faces, each having t"WO sets of associated intervals. If one of the sets of asso-
ciated internlls of the first surface is identical with one of the sets of associated 
interyals of the second surface then there are out of the four original sets of 
associated inten-als onely three which are really different, and these three 
different sets of associat('d intervals definc (uncleI' certaill conditions) a 3D 
curve, heing, obviously, the linc of intersection of the two surfaces. But there 
arc always a great many cquiyulent sets of associat{,d intel'Yals for any surface, 
and it is always possihle to find for any t"WO surface associated oyerlapping 
interval descriptions with identical pairs of interyal sets. Thus the intersection 
problem of surfaces is essentially solyed. For taking practical use of this 
theoretical possibility the transformation rules het"ween equivalent descriptions 
have to he established and therehy the forming of descriptions ,vith identical 
pairs of intf'rYal sets facilitated. 
The association rules of the overlapping interyals are, in case of practi-
cally important surfaces, very similar to the "plotting algorithms" of plane 
pixel curves, as expresscd hy the function numbers. This means with othcr 
words that the function numbcrs themseh-es can be generalized for describing 
3D sm'facl's and curyes, and the rules of identical transformations can h" for-
mulatcd for these generalised function numbcrs. Under such circumstances. 
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the construction of descriptions with identical pairs of associated intervals and 
therefore the solution of the intersection problem of surfaces is a matter of 
"function number arithmetic". Many other problems of surface geometry, 
such as finding curves drawn on a given surface, constructing 2D projections 
of 3D surfaces (including the determination of contours), etc. can be treated 
iu a similar way. 
The genrra/i::;ed multiplication-division 
Thp plotting algorithms (in the form as they have been presented in the 
foregoing chapters) are able to find all pixels of a pixe! function, but onely one 
after the other, stepping from neighbour to neighbour. If we ask (e.g. in 2D) 
·what is the i" coordinate of a pixel belouging to a gi"wn function and lying 
in the colum~ ix (if there is any), all intermediate pixels between the starting 
pixel and the column ix have to be generated. To avoid this a more general form 
of the algorithm is needed. 
Let us consider first a linear pixel function given by its starting pixel 
(ixo• iyo) and by its doubly uniform arithmetic description. While proceeding 
from the starting pixel to the column ix, the plotting algorithm adds the A.:: 
value (ix - ixo) - times to the initial value of the main register, in between 
always substracts the value Av as soon as possible and counts how many times 
can the substraction he fulfill~d. The number of the possible substractions plus 
i,o gives the required iv coordinate. Working in a binary (or in any other 
positional) notation, th~ repeated addition can be replaced by multiplication 
and the repeated suhstraction by (integer) di-dsion: 
iy = iyo + [Ri!lii. + (ix - ixo) AJ -;... A.;., 
i.e. the iv value belonging to a given ix can he computed by means of a multipli-
cation a~d a subsequent division (at least in the case of linear pixel functions). 
No doubt, this pair of a multiplication and a division operation takes 
much less computer time on the usual arithmetic devices than the repeated 
addition and substraction process prescribed by the original plotting algo-
rithm. For example a binary multiplication is a spt of at most as manv 
additions as many digits are in the binary form of the multiplier (i" - ixo)' 
The possible terms of additions are 
T -- ,)1;-1 A (k - k J. 1 ') 1) /; -...;. -r:tx - ~max,; l,n1ax. - ": ... .,;;,.0; ':" 
and such a term really appears in the addition if the kth digit (counted from 
the right) in the binary form of the multiplier is 1, and does not appear if the 
corresponding digit of the multiplier is O. A similarily well-known analogous 
algorithm is available for the hinary division, working with the 
D[ = 21- 1A/1 = lmax, lmax. - 1, ... 2, 1) 
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subtrahends, and setting the corresponding zth digit of the quotient to 1, if 
the substraction can take place (with a positive remainder), and to 0, if not. 
This method of computing an iv value corresponding to a given ix is valid 
in the given form onely in the case 'of linear pixel functions. However, it can 
be generalised for other type" of pixel functions preserving its basic structure, 
onely the construction rules of the Ti{ additive terms and D[ substrahends haye 
to be modified (the simple "doubling" and "halying" does not work in the ge-
neral case). Such a pair of a "multiplication" and a "division" operation but 
'with generalized rules for the Tic additive terms and D[ substrahends is calleel 
a generalized multiplication-division. 
The plotting algorithms are needed if we want to represent a real figure 
on a graphic device, and for this purpose they are really efficient. But for 
constructing a curve or surface corresponding to some prescribed conditions 
or for solving some other problems of computational geometry such computa-
tions are needed for which the plotting algorithms in their original form are 
less efficient, and onc has to have recourse to generalized multiplications-di-
visions. From a plotting algorithm (or, with other words, from a function num-
ber) the corresponding generalized multiplication-division rules can be deduced 
unambiguously. 
Some theoretical problems 
The aim of this paper is a hrief presentation of some ideas, possibly useful 
in pixel graphics and computational geometry. Thus, many problems had to 
be left open not one!y in this last complementary chapter oyer some pos5ible 
generalizations, but in the course of the more detailed inyestigations, too. N O,\~ 
we want to mention some of these open problems explicitly. 
The different types of 2D pixe! functions have been defined by means 
of specific stipulations applied on their derivatives (e.g. a parabola is a pixel 
function whose derivatives are linear). However, it has not been demonstrated 
whether these stipulations are really sufficient, free of contradictions, etc. Of 
course, for the few pixel function types which have been studied in detail, the 
fact that they could have heen constructed on the basis of the given stipulations 
shows that these stipulations are sensihle, hut a more general and profound 
investigation is desirahle. 
In case of linear pixel functions it has been demonstrated that by means 
of the corresponding douhly uniform arithmetic description any linear pixe! 
function possible on the given screen can he descrihed and an upper limit has 
been found for the maximum values of integers needed in such an arithmetic 
description. For the other types of pixel functions it has heen demonstrated 
onely that the corresponding arithmetic descriptions really produce a pixeI 
function of the given type; the prohlem whether any arhitrary pixel function 
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of the given type possible on the given screen size can be constructed this way 
and if yes ho'w long integers are needed to do this, has been left open, although 
this problem is very important both from theoretical and from practical 
point of view. 
Practical applications 
To conclude this paper some possibilities of practical applications should 
be mentioned, starting with the immediate (partly already realized) applica-
tions and proceeding towards the prospective (and more general) ones. 
Even the simplest pes have some curve-drawing facilities. The drawing 
algorithms presented in this paper can be realized in the machine language 
of many microprocessors in general usc with a high efficiency. In the same 
time they are versatile enough to cover a wide variety of curves appearing 
in different branches of plane geometry. These properties turn out to he 
rather advantageous even in many simple hobby and educational applica-
tions. 
The 2D representation of 3D objects may he facilitated using the function 
number type description of 3D curves and curved surfaces. Efficient 3D 
systems can be realized on this basis for relatively lo"w cost computers. 
The theoretical ideas of this paper can be utilized on the field of free formed 
curves and surfaces, too, both for efficient realization of the well-kuown 
methods and for inducing new approaches to this important problem. 
It seems to be likely that some methods for describing 3D curves may lw 
useful in the robotics, too. There is no difficulty of introducing the time 
variable as a fourth coordinate and the description methods of the 3D 
curves could be readily generalised for describing the motions of a poin t 
in the 3D space as a "4D curve" in the 4D space-time. 
If some ideas of this paper seem to be useful as a theoretical hasis of effi-
cient softwares on the different fields of application just mentioned, they 
can be even more efficient in form of hardware realizations. The possihilities 
in this respect are rather diverse. A hard'ware realization can be based on 
the plotting algorithms or it can follow more directly the properties of the 
finite rectangle 'with finite subdivision and the definition of the pixel func-
tion derivatives. Both possibilities point towards modern and promising 
parallel processor architectures, the second one being, no doubt, the more 
radical one. 
Some theoretical ideas of this paper may have eventual a more general 
interpretation, even outside the scope of the computational geometry. If 
'we ask e.g. whether t·wo different pixels do define a straight line or not, the 
answer is that they define a 'well circumscribed manifold of straight lines, 
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not a single one. Even this very elementary example demonstrates that the 
problems of the traditional analytic geometry in this approach exhibit such 
properties which are in the mathematical analysis normally hidden, hut 
in the applications (in the natural sciences and technology) may be mean-
ingful. These properties are studied traditionally in the "arithmetics of 
intervals" hut with the methods presented in this paper this study, hope-
fully, can be facilitated and promoted, possibly conducing to theoretical 
and practical results. 
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